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please help! i have a sony vgn fz30g asus laptop. i need to connect my xbox 360 to the laptop. i
can't get it to detect my xbox 360. the computer recognizes the xbox 360 cord but the computer
does not detect the xbox 360. if i connect the xbox 360 to my computer and the computer to my tv
set, i can watch xbox 360 movies through the tv set. do you know how i can get the xbox 360 to be
detected? hi guys, my laptop is sony vaio vgn-k261a, i have problems with the sound. its as if the
audio jack is off. i have tried different settings and different connections. the headphones work fine,
but when i plug in to the speakers they do not work. i tried looking on the internet and cant find
anything i can do to fix the problem. any help would be appreciated. i have a sony vaio vpcec390j
(model no. vrg40l). a few days ago, i downloaded a new version of sony "vaio audio software 2.0.8.0
(2.0) from the internet. after installing the program, i found that the "volume" of the left and right
speakers has been reduced to a lower volume than before. (the speakers themselves are normal
speakers and are working fine.) i think that some settings in the sony program that came with the
laptop had been changed. what should i do to correct this problem? hi, this is my first post in this
forum, just want to ask for some help for my laptop. my laptop is a sony vaio vpceb390m1e. the
problem i encountered was that my laptop was always heating up while i was playing games. (games
that i bought from the store.) after some research, i found out that my laptop is overheating because
the cpu is overheating. so, i decided to change the heat sink of my laptop. i ordered a new heat sink
from the usa and the shipping was fine. after the heat sink was installed, the cpu temperature was
not rising up anymore. the problem is, the heat sink i got from the usa is too big. i cannot install it on
my laptop because it's too large. so, i was wondering if anyone has any recommendation for me.
what should i do?
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i have a sony vgn-fs790 aka pcg-7d1l it doent work anymore due to a burnt/blown
capacitos(rectangular tan-ish color) the blown capaciton is located below the heatsink ive maganed

to de-solder it and am looking for a ceramic capacitor to replace it. in the area when it is located
there are 2 other capacitors to the left of it, if laptop is on table with battery location downward and

cd/dvd burner to the left numbers below this capacitor are pq49 thou they do not goto this cap
theyre just written right below it.to the left of this capacitor is two more capacitors like it and a black
chip with this writing to left of that af5al fds 6680a. what i need and would like some info on is the
value of the capacitor so that i can purchase a replacement to solder it on and fix this sony laptop.

has anyone dealt with this type of issue does anyone have a service manual with laptop
motherboard schematics any information would be greatly appreciated. hi, im using a sony vaio vgn-
fw7e, a couple of days ago suddenly the laptop screen was on, but there was nothing on it. it was as

if the computer was broken. i unplugged the charger and plugged it back in, but it wasnt working
again. the light on the charger was on and so was the light on the laptop. i just left it as it was for the
last few days. yesterday i tried to boot it up, but all it did was flash the light on the charger and the
light on the laptop. i used a different charger (i have three different ones) and they all work fine. i

decided to charge it up and try again. i turned it on and it was working again. it wasnt working when
i turned it on (the light on the charger went off), but it was working when i turned it on. i have no
idea what happened, but i am thinking that maybe the battery was bad or something. i tried to

charge it up and it wasnt working, but it was working when i turned it on, which means that it was
charging. so im not sure if this is the battery or not. i tried to charge it up to 100% and it was at

100% for the first time, but then it went to 30% again. i tried this again and again, and it was always
at 100% for the first time and 30% the next time. but when i unplugged it, it was at 100% and wasnt

working at all. i plugged it back in and it worked again. it wasnt charging or doing anything. it was
just working. i tried this 5 times and it worked the last 4 times. i unplugged it and tried it again and it
was the same thing. i thought that maybe my charger wasnt working. it was, but it wasnt charging. i

dont know what could be wrong. could you help me? 5ec8ef588b
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